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Abstract

ParaViz is a modular corpus query and analysis tool for use with a word aligned, lin-
guistically annotated multilingual corpus of parallel translated texts. Representing an
addition to classic query-based corpus tools, ParaViz makes it easy to assess differences
in the meanings of cognate or otherwise comparable items in different languages based
on their distribution in parallel texts. Translations are thus essentially used as semantic
annotations, allowing for a bottom-up analysis of semantics in a network of texts in many
languages.

The tool takes as input a user-supplied operationalization of the variables under compari-
son. It then provides the user with two perspectives on the distribution of these variables
in the parallel corpus: on the one hand, a close-up perspective of word-aligned corpus
examples, color-coded in respect to the user-provided parameters; on the other hand, a
bird’s view perspective with visualizations that provide overviews of the aggregated dif-
ferences in use. Data sets with the categorized data is made available for download so it
can be further analyzed.

Initially developed as an offline version with a specific research topic in mind, the tool
has been adapted as an online tool and will be available for use with the ParaSol corpus
(Waldenfels 2011). We feel the publication of such tools in a format that makes it acces-
sible for the research community at large is an important part of addressing the issues of
research result replication and sustainability of research efforts in digital humanities in
general.

1 Introduction

The article reports on work on ParaViz, a complex query and visualization system for word
aligned, linguistically annotated parallel corpora used to investigate cross-linguistic similarity of
linguistic variables. ParaViz builds on a simple insight: similarities in the distribution of linguistic
items in parallel texts, i.e., multiple translations of the same text in different languages, reflect
their functional and semantic similarity across languages in a distributional model of semantics
(for such models, see the overview in Sahlgren 2008). By comparing such distributions in a word
aligned corpus, notions of comparative semantics can be achieved bottom-up; see Cysouw and
Wälchli (2007), Dahl (2014) for related approaches, Waldenfels (2015b) for more background
and the description of an earlier version of ParaViz.

ParaViz in its offline version is a functional and powerful research instrument developed in a
concrete research project that aims to investigate language convergence and divergence based
on a parallel corpus (von Waldenfels, 2014). Perhaps typically for such a project, its production
version today resembles a patchwork of different technologies and involves many semi-automated
steps. It is designed to be used with a locally available parallel corpus – data that is not
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<parameter id="NounSuffixes">
<type id="O" name="OST">

<criteria><lng>ru</lng>
<regexp level="lem">ость$</regexp><regexp level="tag">^N.*</regexp>

</criteria>
<criteria><lng>sl</lng>
<regexp level="lem">ost$</regexp><regexp level="tag">^S.*</regexp>

</criteria>
<criteria><lng>pl</lng>
<regexp level="lem">ość$</regexp><regexp level="tag">^subst.*</regexp>
</criteria>

</type>
<type id="S" name="STVO">

<criteria><lng>ru</lng>
<regexp level="lem">ство$</regexp><regexp level="tag">^N.*</regexp>

</criteria>
<criteria><lng>sl</lng>
<regexp level="lem">stvo$</regexp><regexp level="tag">^S.*</regexp>

</criteria>
<criteria><lng>pl</lng>
<regexp level="lem">[cs]two$</regexp><regexp level="tag">^subst.*</regexp>

</criteria>
</type>

</parameter>

Figure 1: A sample parameter file, defining classes of cognate suffixes that are defined for each
language slightly differently.

unproblematic to share from both a practical and a legal point of view1. These facts make
it difficult for other researchers to use the methodology and tools that were developed for the
original project and make it virtually impossible to replicate its results, both of which would be
highly desirable.

The aim in developing an online version of ParaViz is to reuse the existing system to create a
web service which takes care of all technicalities and provides users with an easy way to conduct
their own research with this corpus. In the design of the system, we aim to significantly lower
the threshold for researchers that want to do comparable research, empowering them to use our
methods and, replicate, test and expand on our results.

Section two introduces the functions of the tool in some more detail and in the context of
ongoing research. Section three presents a description of design choices and the user interface.
Section four concludes with an outlook to further developments.

2 Multilingual query and visualization based on parameter files

ParaViz allows the user to define items for comparison using a standardized parameter file in
XML format. In this file, the user can define cross-linguistic types the use of which is compared
on the basis of word and sentence alignment encoded in the corpus. The types are defined as
regular expressions over tokens and their linguistic annotation, which at the moment of writing
involves morphosyntactic tagging and lemmatization; in the future, semantic annotation may be
added.

As an example, figure 2 shows a set of parameters that defines the cognate suffix classes OST
and STVO, both forming abstract nouns, in three Slavic languages. These suffixes are used in
all Slavic languages for the derivation of abstract nouns, e.g., Russian molod-ost’ ‘youth’, Polish
rad-ość ‘happiness’, Serbian mogućn-ost ‘novelty’ all represent instances of the same cognate
suffix ‘OST’. It is represented in slightly different forms and with slightly different usage profiles
across the Slavic languages. In the original project, over ten such cognate suffix classes are
defined.

The system then provides the user with two representations of the data that result from
1For the relevance of this point in the Swiss legal context, see www.swisscorpora.ch.
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Figure 2: A word aligned corpus sample with color coding according to user-supplied parameter
file.

applying these parameters as queries in the corpus. First, it produces random samples of relevant
corpus examples with the respective aligned word forms given in bold and in different colors
according to the criteria in the user supplied parameter file. This allows users qualitative insight
into the data and lets them gauge the error rate of the operationalization; see figure 2.

Second, the co-occurrence patterns found in the corpus are visualized as NeighborNets: figure
3 shows two such graphs. The left graph represents similarities and differences in the distribution
of OST across 14 Slavic versions of the same text, partly in multiple translations. It shows that
the use of the suffix in duplicate translations, e.g., Polish and Polish/2, is very similar, and
between different languages, it mostly follows the accepted division of languages into East, West
and South Slavic. However, there is an important exception: Russian and Bulgarian cluster
together, showing that use of this suffix in these two languages is very similar due to extensive
language contact in the history of these languages.

The right graph gives an overview of the similarity of cognate suffix classes across all Slavic
languages: here, all the suffixes are compared in relation to how often they are used in equivalent
word forms across different Slavic versions of the same text. Here, we see that STVO and OST,
together with STVIE, NIE and CIJA, form a distinct branch of similar items. This is because
their distribution reflects an obvious semantic similarity: all these suffixes are used to derive
abstract nouns, with different languages using them for different items and following different
semantic models. While this observation may seem trivial in hindsight, it is significant that
here it is arrived at based solely on corpus data, rather than secondary data, and extends also
to resource-low languages such as Macedonian, in respect to which secondary sources may be
difficult to come by.

Comparing the distribution of these morphemes in the corpus thus affords insight into the
meanings of these suffixes. In general, many other items can be operationalized in a similar
fashion, e.g. reflexive pronouns, pronominal forms, the use of tense, aspect, indefinite pronouns,
prepositions, case forms or names; for representative case studies, see von Waldenfels (2014;
2015a). Translation is thus extremely valuable in providing a knowledge-richt type of annotation
that links all the texts on a semantic level, making quick and rather comprehensive assessments of
a wide range of issues possible. In general, our approach provides data-driven notions of relative
semantic similarity, rather than semantic substance. Comparison of distribution provides a way
to structure the data in non-arbitrary ways, rather like the semantic maps approach in linguistic
typology (Haspelmath, 2003). More modes of analysis, such as the clustering of language-specific
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Figure 3: NeighborNets (Bryant and Moulton, 2004) represening similarity of use of nouns
derived with the suffix class OST in different Slavic versions of the same text (left); similarity of
suffix classes across Slavic (right).

members of these suffix classes, are not implemented yet; for these and more details on the
method, see (von Waldenfels, 2015b).

ParaViz uses its own built-in parallel corpus - there is no possibility (at least at this stage) to
use custom corpora. Currently the system uses ParaSol, a multilingual parallel corpus primarily
geared towards linguistic contrastive and typological research2 (von Waldenfels, 2011). ParaSol
focuses on Slavic, but also includes Romance, Germanic, Finno-Ugric, Greek, Armenian and
other languages. Most languages are lemmatized and POS-tagged; a subset of the corpus is word
aligned using UPLUG (Tiedemann, 2003). We hope that with time, the system will be used by
researchers interested in very different language combinations.

3 The application

While ParaViz in its off-line version is a functional and powerful research instrument, it was
developed in a patchwork-like way for a specific research project. It involves many manual steps
and uses many technologies (including Perl, XSLT, Java, Python, R and specialized visualization
software), running on a Linux operating system. This makes it virtually useless to anyone but
its creators. The aim of the online version is thus to take care of all technicalities and provide
users with an easy way of conducting their own research with parallel corpora.

ParaViz is developed with Django, a state-of-the-art Python powered web framework which
is database oriented. The online version exhibits an extremely simple layout and has many
performance issues, but the main functions are implemented and working properly. Generally,
we do not plan to implement all functions of the offline system, but rather aim to provide users
with all the relevant data files so that they can be used with other tools.

Registered users get assigned their own project space on the server where they may then
create their own experiments. Experiment are the basic data objects: they can be created, run,
examined, changed or deleted by the user. An experiment represents a linguistic problem that
is investigated; in the above example, this would be the use of cognate noun suffixes in different
Slavic languages. Each experiment consists of two input objects: a parameter file (see section
two above) and a set of options that defines a configuration of texts, languages, and a number of
parameters geared to managing lexical and selection effects during the experiment. At this stage
parameter files have to be prepared and uploaded by the user; in the future, a graphical tool for
the creation of such files may be added. Both parameters and options are saved, modified, and
copied independently of experiments, for which they are reused.

The main page of the user interface (figure 4) is minimalistic, listing experiments, parameter
2http://www.parasolcorpus.org
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Figure 4: Main user interface

files and option sets. Each list can be expanded to show all of its objects and each object can
be viewed in detail or removed. Users can also create new experiments or option objects on the
basis of existing ones.

When users hit the “Run” button, the system checks if there are enough resources (both CPU
and memory usage) and either starts to execute scripts or adds the experiment to the queue of
experiments to be run as soon as resources are available. The experiment status changes from
‘created’ to ‘waiting’, ‘processing’, and finally, either ‘done’ or ‘error’. The processing time is
typically a few minutes, depending on the experimental settings.

After the experiment has been processed, the user is provided with an overview of its results
as shown in figure 5. The system first gives a graph with the clustering of types (here: nominal
suffixes) and their basic frequencies broken down by language and type. Then, for each type, it
offers a graph of its use across languages, and a matrix of languages that provides the number
of eqivalent word forms where two versions agree in using this type, and a second matrix with
the number of equivalent word forms where only one of two versions use it - that is, of the data
that is visualized in the graph to the left. Clicking on these numbers will open a new window
with a random sample of color-coded corpus examples (see above figure 2) illustrating this case.
Finally, files with classifications representing the use of the variables in the corpus, as well as
the nexus files used to generate the networks, can be downloaded alongside their pdf versions for
publication.

Given the right operationalization, thus, the tool provides users with both qualitative data
allowing them to assess operationalization and the language data itself, as well as an aggregate
perspective based on the same data, allowing them to proceed quickly in the analysis of the
comparative issue they are engaged with.

4 Summary and outlook

In our paper, we have presented a tool that uses a semantically rich multilingual resource,
translated texts, for the comparison of the use of multilingual categories. The tool was originally
developed as an offline set of scripts and procedures developed for a specific project. Here, we
aim to make it available to the research community at large in order to make the methodological
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Figure 5: Result page: at the top, experiment description and overview of results with basic
statistics. Below, one of a number of rows with per-type results providing NeighborNet graphs
and matrices of corpus examples where translations into two languages do or do not agree in
using the suffix in question. The matrices give the number of cases; clicking on the number will
open a new window with a color-coded random sample of these cases in the corpus.
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results of our research available to other scholars and open our results to replication, aims that
have become, in our view, both more relevant and more readily attainable with the development
of digital humanities.

The basic functions of this tool are grounded in a distributional model of semantics that utilizes
translation as semantic annotation providing a data-driven method to derive comparative models
of meaning of a large range of possible linguistic variables. While the original research was done
only on Slavic languages, the tool is language independent and the corpus data it is used on
involves many Romance, Germanic, Finno-Ugric and other languages.

Rather than building an offline version that would cater to a computationally literate commu-
nity only, we have opted to prepare an online version built around the existing scripts. Focusing
on functionality and transparency, we have devised a simple interface that enables the researcher
to perform basic comparisons of a wide range of user-definable variables based on their use in
the parallel corpus and download the relevant categorizations for further use. In the future, we
plan to add a number of further analytic functions and, if time allows, provide a graphical tool
for the construction of the parameters that form the basis of the experiments.
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